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Abstract

The efficiency of the use of methods of operational cost management at the enterprise depends on the consistency of functional methods. As a matter of actual practice, cost management at Ukrainian enterprises lacks such consistency causing managerial collision due to inconsistency of planning and actual data on the enterprise costs. The objective of the article is to resolve the mentioned managerial collision. There has been presented a criterion of consistency of functional cost management methods (identity of data about planning and actual costs of the enterprise according to the format, structure of the resulting data and period of their receipt). The consistency of functional methods – making it possible to deal with the issue of information communications in the enterprise management – is provided by reducing the methods of cost management at the enterprise, in the form of operationalization of concepts of methods of operational cost management in functional methods. With the objective of ensuring the consistency of functional methods of cost management, the article determines changes in the cost accounting, making it possible to provide the consistency of planning and actual data on the enterprise costs and to analyze them.
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INTRODUCTION

The enterprise costs are the object of management targeted at ensuring the consistency of their size and structure and the volume and conditions of production and marketing of products (performance of works or provision of services).

The enterprise costs management is made through joint implementation of a number of management functions, such as planning, accounting, analysis and control of costs being the basic ones. The consistency of planning and cost accounting of the enterprise is the fundamental for their analysis. At the same time, the results of cost control serve as the fundamental for coordination of the formation of their final amount and structure, the data on which are crucial for making managerial decisions on the production of outputs and enterprise marketing strategy.

In the modern economic science, there have been developed various methods for enterprise costs management, the use of which makes it
possible to form the amount and structure of costs depending on several factors and according to the current (or expected) conditions of activity of the enterprise.

The efficiency of the use of cost management method is provided by the use of its concepts in planning and accounting of enterprise costs, making it possible to deal with managerial collision in cost management when requests and requirements for cost data for their planning and analysis are partly dissatisfying (or even fully) during the cost accounting function implementation. This managerial collision in cost management calls for resolution, as long as the enterprise accounting data serve as the main source of data on enterprise costs.

Thus, the provision of full usage of the concepts of enterprise costs management methods with any kind of activity in their planning and accounting is a major issue. Once resolved, it will help remove obstacles to the use of effective cost management methods, which, in its turn, will be good for the quality of such management thanks to a substantial improvement of its information communications.

Having analyzed modern scientific and educational materials on cost management, it is reasonable to suppose that the issue of consistent use of methods of operational cost management in planning and accounting of enterprise costs has not yet been addressed. The vast majority of sources take the essence of cost management methods by outlining the basic concepts of each of them. But the practical use of enterprise cost management methods through the operationalization of their concepts in functional cost management methods is not completely understood.

That is why we find it necessary to consider the ways of solving the issue of consistency of implementation of the cost management functions. First of all, it is necessary to consider costs planning and accounting by operationalization of the concepts of methods of operational cost management in functional methods. Also, it is important to determine – within the current regulations – amendments in cost accounting required to use current methods of cost management at the enterprise.

1. THEORETICAL BASIS

Production costs are a critical category of theoretical economics being studied for a long time. The reason for this is that the amount of costs is determinative for the amount of profit (however, in the case of perfect competition), it is also the source of expanded reproduction of capital of the enterprise and its growth. That is why today we have a serious theoretical basis made up of numerous theories and cost concepts whose principles are formed and tested in terms of practice for a long time. They are the fundamental for the enterprise cost management:

- the theory of labor value where the labor put into the product is the content of production costs (Smith, 2015; Ricardo, 1941; Marx, 2008);
- the costs and competition theory of Clark (1923) that introduced into economic science the concept of ‘overhead costs’ – costs that are not directly associated with the production process, but are the result of solid investments in fixed capital (Clark, 1923; Frank, 1990; Fiorito, 2018);
- subjective theory of the cost of alternative possibilities (Wieser, 1889), according to which the actual production costs of this product are equal to the highest value of those benefits that society would be able to obtain, if used these inputs in other way;
- the theory of transaction costs focuses on cooperation costs of a business entity (transaction costs) to plan and control its obligations in the course of alienation and granting of ownership (Coase, 1937; Commons, 1959; North & Wallis, 1994; Williamson, 1981);
- marginal cost concept defines the costs the amount of which the company is able to control directly (this refers to both the costs of the company at the time of production of the last
The concentrations of theoretical provisions on the content and behavior of the enterprise costs is relevant to the practice via a number of cost management methods representing the praxeological aspect of the scientific system of knowledge on the enterprise costs.

The method of enterprise cost management is a system of rules and practices of predetermination of the processes of formation of costs to attain their set amount and structure that operationalizes the main concepts of the idea of predetermination. Operationalization of concepts is a way of changing from the theoretical knowledge of costs to the practical one.

The methods of enterprise cost management are used to bring the value and the structure of costs, as well as their relations in line with other indicators of activity of the enterprise, according to the conditions of production and marketing of products (provision of services and performance of works). First of all, such a predetermination is focused on elimination (or substantial decrease) of the costs that are not associated with production, avoiding losses in the production and managerial activity of the enterprise due to poor organization of production, labor and management, as well as the negative impact of the environment.

A detailed description of the methods of enterprise cost management is given in the educational and scientific literature: there has been disclosed their nature and there were shown the focus of the methods, in particular according to the horizon of application (operational or strategic enterprise cost management), as well as the expected results of use. The results of the analysis of the methods of enterprise cost management (Drury, 1990; Drury, 2007; Horngren, 2008; Hansen, 2009; Imai, 1986; Elliott, 2014; Apak, Erol, Elagöz, & Atmaca, 2012; Tichacek, 2006) made in Kozachenko (2007, pp. 43-61) enable to determine their advantages and limitations and outline the general conditions for their use (Tables 1 and 2).

However, practical enterprise cost management requires more than just knowledge of the nature of the methods. It is important to determine how the concepts of the chosen method are to be used in the implementation of cost management functions, first of all, in costs planning and accounting requiring further operationalization of management methods in functional cost management methods. This operationalization seeks both to determine specific actions, techniques, operations, and algorithms, the implementation of which is derived from the main idea of the method and to provide informational consistency of functional cost management methods, ensuring information communications in the enterprise cost management.

Against this background, the attention is focused on the methods of operational enterprise costs management. The strategic cost management methods (target – costing, LCC analysis, VCC method, costs benchmarking) are mainly used within strategic planning, that is why the issue of their consistent use while implementing cost management functions is no less important.

Modern scientific literature considers the solution of the issue of the full use of methods of operational enterprise cost management, thus ensuring information communication in cost management, mainly within the limits of managerial accounting (Upchurch, 1998; Sahaf, 2013; Horngren, 2008; Garg, 2004; Georgas, 1986; Wideman, 1983).

Management accounting makes it possible to detect, collect, format in a prescribed manner, and provide, within fixed period, planning and ac-
That is why a vast majority of domestic enterprises refuse management accounting despite worsening the information exchange between the cost management and various departments and sections of the economic entity (which is parallel to the demand for the presence of standard costs). The increase in costs is a challenging task for the enterprise to introduce the chosen cost management method. But it is worth introducing (but are not going to use it). The availability of methods of allocation of overhead costs suitable for the enterprise activity conditions includes overhead costs (Nikolaeva, 1993, p. 34)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Nature of the method</th>
<th>General conditions of the use of method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct costing</td>
<td>Fixed overhead costs that are not associated with production and not included in the production prime cost, but are directly related to the profit and loss account during the period in which they arose. The production prime cost is taken into account and planned only in a part of variable costs. Fixed costs are not included in the prime cost of products, but written off from profits as the period costs during the period in which they arose (Nikolaeva, 1993, p. 34)</td>
<td>Mandatory division of costs into variable and fixed, direct and overhead.\nDetermination of production and overhead costs. Calculation of the reduced prime cost (based on variable costs only) according to objects or responsibility centers. A special scheme for developing the income statement (marginal approach). Estimation of stocks of unfinished production and finished products at reduced prime cost (Nikolaeva, 1993, p. 34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption costing</td>
<td>The prime cost of products includes all costs (including overhead costs), the prime cost of production unit includes overhead costs</td>
<td>The availability of methods of allocation of overhead costs suitable for the enterprise activity conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard cost</td>
<td>Cost of resources planning (material, labor, etc.) according to the cost of resources standards per production unit. Separate reflection in the accounting of standard costs and deviations from them, and not what arose (actual costs), not actual (fact), but proper (standard), and separate accounting of deviations in the financial results of the enterprise</td>
<td>Availability of a system of standards (norms and regulations) of the cost of resources per unit of production. Separate cost accounting according to the norms (standards) and deviations of actual costs of resources if compared to the norms (standards) of costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVP analysis</td>
<td>Since it is based on a comparison of three values – enterprise costs, sales return and profit gained, its ratio makes it possible to determine the sales return (volume of sales), which, in the case of known values of fixed costs of and variable costs of the enterprise per unit of production, will ensure breakeven activity or planned financial result</td>
<td>Following the system of assumptions (constant prices for products of the enterprise, division of costs into variable and fixed, zero deviations between the actual values of fixed and variable costs and the planned ones)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC method</td>
<td>The amount of enterprise costs during a period or costs for a certain type of product is determined based on the cost of the implementation of a number of processes and operations being part of the enterprise activity</td>
<td>The use of process approach in the enterprise management activity as a number of processes and operations. Determination of operations according to the types of activity of the enterprise. Extension of the existing accounting system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaizen costing</td>
<td>Constant reduction of costs of the enterprise in all fields of its activity thanks to the reduction of costs that are not associated with production in processes, operations and types of activity (Imai, 1986)</td>
<td>Close cooperation between functional units of the enterprise to ensure continuous improvement of processes at the enterprise to reduce costs. Active engagement of employees of the enterprise in reducing the cost of processes, operations, and types of activities of the enterprise requiring major changes in personnel management, in particular the availability and constant development of the incentive program for the enterprise personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost killing</td>
<td>Maximal reduction of costs within the shortest possible period of time without significant changing in the enterprise activity and threat to its growth</td>
<td>Availability of complete and accurate information on the enterprise costs. Willingness of managerial personnel (owners) of the enterprise to reduce costs. Engagement of all employees of the enterprise in the search of cost reduction reserves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The nature and general conditions of the use of methods of operational enterprise cost management

accounting information on the enterprise costs using the chosen cost management method. But it is challenging to introduce at the enterprise the management accounting (which is parallel to the financial accounting in actual fact), along with the undeniable advantages for cost management, it may cause extra costs (even despite of almost complete computerization of management and financial accounting). The increase in costs is a downturn for the economics of enterprises, especially for those that are trying to compete by price. That is why a vast majority of domestic enterprises refuse management accounting despite worsening the information exchange between the cost management functions. Little less than the studied enterprises do not use management accounting and managers of only a few companies believe it is worth introducing (but are not going to use it).

2. RESULTS

All activities of the company – dedicated to production and marketing – are accompanied with the occurrence and collection of costs (provision of services and performance of works). Thus, bringing the amount and the structure of the costs in line with the conditions of production and sale.
are being implemented in all functions of the enterprise (production, maintenance, reproduction and management) (Voronkova, 2007, pp. 85–87) and within all functional subsystems of the enterprise management:

- in the production subsystem – improving organizational and technical level of production;
- in the marketing (or market) subsystem – choosing more cost-conscious ways of promotion in the market and reducing transaction costs of the enterprise, accordingly;
- in personnel subsystem – more effective motivation of employees of the enterprise;
- in the innovation subsystem – from the switch to new (for instance, energy-saving) technologies, types of products or structural materials.

The diversity and multiplicity of the enterprise activities on the production and marketing of products and, accordingly, the diversity of costs cause the formation of costs for various objects – types of products (works, services), business processes, enterprise functions or functional management enterprise subsystems, in its turn leading to the occurrence of various structures of costs. That is why it is so important that the costs of the enterprise are planned, accounted, controlled, and analyzed based on the chosen objects.

Table 2. Advantages and limitations of the methods of operational enterprise cost management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct costing</td>
<td>The relevant data may be received from regular financial statements without additional accounting procedures.</td>
<td>Many types of costs are hardly categorized as variable or fixed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profit for the period does not depend on constant overhead costs when changing residue stock.</td>
<td>Lack of attention to fixed costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The distribution of overhead costs is simplified, there emerges the possibility of determination of the contribution of each type of product in the formation of the enterprise profit.</td>
<td>A distortion of the financial result due to underpricing or overpricing of the finished products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Makes it possible to determine the price for new products and choose between own production or the purchase of goods.</td>
<td>Creation of the illusion of profitability of technologically complex, solid investment projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption costing</td>
<td>Lack of division of the enterprise costs into fixed and variable.</td>
<td>Retrospectively and conditionality of allocation of overhead costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More clear determination of financial results of the enterprise.</td>
<td>Determination of the actual prime cost of the production unit only at the end of the period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The reflection of the coverage by income from the sale of products of each type or type of activity of both direct variable costs and fixed overhead costs.</td>
<td>Conditional nature of the allocation of overhead costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased relevance of choosing or refusing an additional order.</td>
<td>Inclusion in the prime cost of production costs that are not directly associate with production, added complexity of accounting and settlement procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard cost</td>
<td>Formation of the informational base required for the analysis and control of costs, visibility of deviations from the plan in the course of costs formation.</td>
<td>Lack of attention to the nature of the behavior of costs, depending on the volume of products being produced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimization of accounting work associated with the calculation of prime cost, timely provision of managers with information on the expected production costs.</td>
<td>The impossibility of determination of norms for certain types of costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVP analysis (breakeven point analysis)</td>
<td>Possibility of determination of the volumes of sales providing breakeven production or the planned financial result.</td>
<td>May be effectively used for periodically wheeling costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simplicity, visibility, and operational efficiency of the method.</td>
<td>The effectiveness depends on the content and quality of the regulatory structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The need for major changes in accounting and improvement of information support systems thus increasing the management costs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC method</td>
<td>Increased relevance for attributing overheads to a certain product, more precise prime cost calculation.</td>
<td>Division of the enterprise costs into variable costs that linearly depend on the volume of products and fixed costs that do not depend on it, that is really hard to implement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provision of relations between the information received and the process of cost formation.</td>
<td>Any change of the factors of the model (variable and fixed costs, volume of sales, and price) can significantly change the final result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is based on the supposition that labor productivity, being a direct determinant of variable costs, does not depend on the scale and does not change with time, and there are no structural changes in the quality marking the change in the enterprise system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaizen costing</td>
<td>Provide constant costs reduction and its keeping at the set level.</td>
<td>Engagement of personnel if an incentive program is introduced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost killing</td>
<td>Fast reduction of enterprise costs</td>
<td>Severity of the method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To be used in a consistent manner.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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But to be able to predetermine the formation of costs of the enterprise that has various localizations (according to the type of product, business processes, enterprise functions, functional sub-systems of enterprise management, responsibility centers, etc.), it is necessary to operationalize the concepts of the chosen method to be used in the functional cost’s management methods.

The methods of functional cost management are intended to be used for interrelated calculations using cost data, prepared in a certain format and cost indicators based on the cost management functions. The consistency of functional cost management methods (at least by the content of the calculations and their results) is crucial for effective use of cost management methods at the enterprise. The consistency of functional planning and cost accounting methods means that in the course of their usage, it is possible to receive the same cost indicators, however, of course, for the planning and reporting period. Failure to bring cost management functional methods into accordance may cause a managerial conflict that, in its turn, may lead to the absence of actual values of some planning costs indicators due to the inability of the accounting to provide information required for their calculation.

Today, there are grounds for believing that the consistency of functional planning methods and cost accounting is very weak. Thus, for instance, based on the functional enterprise management subsystems, it is possible to determine planning costs, but the current system of enterprise accounting restricts the ability to collect actual data on functional subsystems costs. Since only the data on costs by types and objects are available, it is quite difficult to control the formation of costs and virtually impossible to analyze them by functional subsystems. Other objects of costs also have a weak consistency of functional cost planning and accounting methods.

The concepts of the cost management methods are operationalized by determination of a systematic set of operations, techniques and procedures being used on a single methodical basis during the period set for each of the functions of cost management to calculate the planning and actual costs of the enterprise following the approved assumptions, conditions, and requirements. In other words, the concepts of the enterprise cost management method are to be used in functional cost management methods (first of all, in planning and accounting methods) in the form of determined operations, techniques, procedures, and algorithms being applied to generate data on the formation, localization and structure of costs. That is why the enterprise cost management methods require reduction making it possible for each of the functions of cost management to simplify the method by determination of a specific range of operations, techniques, procedures and algorithms – as well as the form of their performance – of the information used within the basic functions.

The reduction of the enterprise cost management method makes it possible to narrow the key idea of the cost management method down to a set of actions, operations and calculations being made according to the algorithms available by the experts of the enterprise who implement a certain cost management function. The reduction of the enterprise cost management method makes it possible for the experts of the enterprise engaged in planning, accounting or analytics, to be clear about their role, while using the cost management method chosen by the enterprise makes this method more open and clear thanks to functional management methods that are developed for the implementation of each of the functions of enterprise cost management, such as planning, accounting, and analysis of costs.

A method of planning is considered a sequence of calculations of planning cost indicators according to the algorithm developed. These indicators reflect the amount and the relation of costs with other indicators of the activities of the enterprise in the future. Following this sequence of calculations along with using a variety of data from all functional enterprise management subsystems makes it possible to receive the value of planning cost indicators. The planning cost indicators of the enterprise are actually a form of presentation of the results of the planning cost behavior reflecting the nature of the response of costs to known or planned changes in the enterprise during the planning period, meaning data on the formation of costs by their types, localization, and mediums.
Routine methods of cost planning at the enterprise are given in Table 3.

Technologies of the use of cost planning methods are common, widely covered in the scientific literature, and practically applied in cost management at the enterprise. In practice, enterprises are more likely to use several methods of costs planning. Such common use makes it possible to calculate the cost of necessary resources, to calculate the prime cost of production and marketing of each product and its profitability (being the criterion of the minimum price), to determine the total amount of the costs for production of the planned volumes of products and their structure by place of origin, types, and mediums.

The methods of enterprise costs planning practically used in cost management make it possible to operationalize the concepts of almost all cost management methods given in Tables 1-2, that is, to calculate the planning cost indicators of the enterprise. Probably, the ABC method (Activity-Based Costing) may be considered an exception. The use of this method requires a substantially different approach to both the enterprise costs and the object in the management of them.

Some time, the ABC method has been rapidly developed in the theory of costs (for instance, Drury, 1990). The ABC method is based on the process approach to the activity of the enterprise. According to this method, the activity of the enterprise is considered a set of business processes (or workflow processes), and the process becomes the object of control be (Daft, 2010, p. 448). However, the practical use of the Activity-Based Costing remained uncommon in operational cost management (at least in Ukraine), as long as the process approach to enterprise management, which seemed attractive in theory, turned out to be too complicated to put into practice. It has a lot of advantages that are good in theory, but ineffective in practice. That is why the current methods of the enterprise cost planning restrict the ability to implement this method of cost management. In the same way, they restrict the ability to implement the ABC method (Activity-Based Costing) and methods of enterprise costs accounting, since the process is not an object of accounting according to the current standards of financial reporting (both national and international).

CVP analysis or the breakeven point analysis of activity of the enterprise give grounds to recognize, first of all, by the method of analysis, making it possible to combine such aspects of the activity of the enterprise as costs, sales return and profit of the enterprise, and to consider their interinfluence. There is relevant information for the use of CVP analysis in costs planning and accounting at the enterprises.

To make the (Sl’ozko, 2013) interpretation of the cost accounting method clear, in general, this method is a set of techniques of a sequence of fixation (the facts of business operations), registration and recording (based on the primary documents)

Table 3. The most common methods of costs planning at the enterprise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Nature of the method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normative method</td>
<td>The amount of costs for the production and marketing of products (works, services) is calculated based on norms and regulations of the resources cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical and economic calculations method</td>
<td>The amount of costs is determined considering the influence of technical and economic factors upon the costs of the enterprise in the planned year compared with the previous one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of calculations</td>
<td>The estimate of costs is divided into separate complex objects of cost for the whole volume of production (or on a certain object or project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budgeting</td>
<td>The amount of costs for the production and marketing of products is determined to plan and accounting unit of production (works, services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional cost analysis (for variable costs)</td>
<td>There have been determined the best quality – cost ratio of the product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budgeting</td>
<td>Planning of the future operations of the enterprise (separate units and types of activity) and preparing its results in the form of budgets system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods of extrapolation (determination</td>
<td>Planning cost indicators are calculated based on their actual values for the previous period, considering the decrease (increase) thanks to the influence of the past processes and phenomena upon future (reasoning of the planned indicators values ‘based on achieved’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(determination of averages, extrapolation,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exponential smoothing) (for fixed costs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix method</td>
<td>Creation of the process of formation of the enterprise costs by divisions and technological process operations (performance of works, provision of services)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the data on costs in the accounting information medium. This sequence is made according to the international financial reporting standards (that is, if the incurred costs satisfy the criteria for their recognition in the accounting). The somehow formatted data on the enterprise costs – being used for the calculation of the actual values of the enterprise cost indicators – are the result of the use of cost accounting method. And we are talking about calculation of the actual values of those enterprise cost indicators that are prescribed by the corresponding plan.

Within a set of techniques and operations for fixation and recording of the costs data in the accounting information medium, such methods of enterprise cost management as direct costing and standard costing are already widely accepted. Direct costing is actually the basis for cost accounting organization pursuant to the international financial reporting standards. Modern scientific literature in great detail covers the background for their occurrence, the nature, advantages, restrictions and practical use in cost accounting (Drury, 1990; Drury, 2007; Zusmanovich, Kerimov, & Rummel, 1949; Elliott, 2014; Apak, Erol, Elagöz, & Atmaca, 2012).

Thanks to operationalization of the concepts of direct costing and standard costing in functional methods of cost planning and accounting at the enterprise, these cost management methods are extensively used at Ukrainian enterprises, making it possible to implement the functions of costs analysis and control and create the foundations for the cost management system at the enterprise, based on the use of direct costing and standard costing.

However, nowadays the possibilities of direct costing and standard costing in the operational cost management at the enterprises with any kind of activity are becoming exhausted. These methods are of little efficiency for the target level of costs of the enterprise, being crucial for enterprises in any country with the desire to win the competitive struggle, especially in international markets, by the products price (or services).

Broadly speaking, standard costing and direct costing are more like to reflect the costs structure, since the total amount of costs, while using one of these management methods, remains unchanged and the procedures of managerial influence are poorly implemented. So, the practical use of standard costing and direct costing demonstrated that these methods are more closely associated with the methods of structuring of the enterprise costs (referred to in Emelyanov (2013)) thus reducing their managerial value. Because the structuring of costs itself fails to provide the possibility of managerial influence, but only changes the view on the allocation of the total amount of costs according to the chosen criteria.

Today, the methods of enterprise expenses management – designed to reduce the price and improve the price competitiveness of the products of the company – are being brought up to date. With all the importance of non-price competition, price competition is firmly holding its positions.

Today, the use of such cost management methods as absorption costing, kaizen costing, and cost killing may ensure the price competitiveness of the enterprise with any kind of activity.

The use of absorption costing makes it possible to determine the full prime cost of sold products and, accordingly, the calculation unit, as long as indirect (overhead) costs are distributed by type of product based on the allocation base chosen for the planning and accounting policy of the enterprise. One of the advantages of absorption costing is that it is possible to manage costs of the enterprises with both a specific type of production, where the products are made according to individual orders (Job-Order Costing), and continuous production, based on the standardized stages of technological processing, in which it is quite difficult to allocate the production of specific products (Process Costing) (Zusmanovich, 2005).

Absorption costing is appropriate under the conditions of price competition, since its use helps managers of enterprises receive data on the full prime cost of a unit of production and, accordingly, to determine the price for products (work, services) of the enterprise. The results of comparison of the planning price of products (works, services) of the enterprise, determined based on the full prime cost of a unit of production (with different ways of
allocation of indirect (overhead) costs of the enterprise by the types of product, with prices for the same or similar products, already existing in the market, are fundamental for making a decision on the practicability of production of products (performance of works or provision of services), entering the market, or recognition price in competitiveness of the products of the enterprise and, accordingly, refusal to produce such products.

The methods of cost planning at the enterprise make it possible to operationalize the concepts of absorption costing, despite possible inaccuracies in the allocation of indirect (overhead) costs of the enterprise by the types of product. Eventually, the accuracy of allocation of such costs is not a decisive requirement for the use of absorption costing, particularly when the price is a major competitive advantage of the enterprise. Thanks to the great variety of available allocation bases of indirect (overhead) costs of the enterprise by the types of production, it is possible to make allocation is such a way that there are no unprofitable products, works or services of the enterprise (if there are others, except for purely economic reasons, to produce or perform them).

Kaizen costing, along with the products quality improvement and better organization (labor, production, and management), provides constant, continuous and all-around reduction of the enterprise costs thanks to brand new technical or organizational innovations and by the gradual liquidation of unproductive costs (Imai, 1986).

Cost killing is a short-term effect method being appropriate in anti-crisis management. It is impossible to continuously reduce costs in constant conditions of activity of the enterprise. Otherwise, such a short-term win of the enterprise may erase prospects for its growth, which, among other things, is ensured by the current costs that will bring income in the future. That is why the use of cost killing requires thorough substantiation of the reduction of certain types of costs, since such an unsubstantiated minimization may, in some circumstances, do harm rather than benefit.

In the methods of the enterprise costs planning it is quite possible to operationalize:

- absorption costing by the development of algorithms for calculating the full prime cost of a unit of production;
- kaizen costing and cost killing by the development of algorithms for calculating the volume of the potential reduction of enterprise costs within a given period of time thanks to organizational and technical changes.

But it makes no sense to calculate cost indicators according to the developed algorithms if there are no cost accounting methods that make it possible to fix and record in the accounting information mediums the data on the full prime cost per unit of production or the reduction of the enterprise costs within a given period of time thanks to organizational and technical changes.

The forms of accounting and the accounting policies approved at the enterprise may promote or refuse the use of specific method of cost management at the enterprise. That is why it is critical to know whether accounting organization and accounting policies of the enterprise allow to use the cost management method chosen by its managers, what type of changes are required, and to what extent the accounting experts are ready to make such changes. Moreover, such changes should be made according to the applicable international financial reporting standards. If the accounting experts see no need to make changes in the accounting organization and accounting policies of the enterprise, it is necessary to choose other methods of enterprise costs management.

The requirements for costs accounting at the enterprise, determined by the authors, while using absorption costing, kaizen costing, and cost killing in the operational enterprise costs management are given in Table 4.

These requirements for costs accounting at the enterprise while using absorption costing, kaizen costing, and cost killing in the operational enterprise costs management make it possible to determine components of the accounting policy at the enterprise, being fundamental for fixation and registration of the costs data in the accounting information mediums (Table 5).
According to the components, given in Table 5, of accounting policy for specified methods of operational cost management, the authors provided specific changes in the organization of enterprise accounting that should be introduced in order to use methods of operational cost management (Table 6).

There is no unified approved plan of accounts according to the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). An enterprise with any type of activity is free to develop an account plan based on its needs, subject to the IFRS. To implement separate accounts to use the analyzed accounting methods there have been used the names of such accounts rather than unnumbered account codes (as would be appropriate while using the national accounting provisions (standards) in Ukraine).

The offered changes of the cost accounting for the use of absorption costing, kaizen costing, and cost killing in operational enterprise costs management coincide with the approved correspondence of accounts, principles and conceptual basis of accounting, prescribed by the IFRS and make it possible to record and collect additional accounting

Table 4. Requirements for the costs accounting while using absorption costing, kaizen costing, and cost killing in operational enterprise costs management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Requirements for the method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absorption costing</td>
<td>Presence in the accounting policy of the enterprise of the costs allocation bases, being consistent with the appropriate base in costs planning. Division of costs into direct and indirect. Accounting of finished stock at full prime cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaizen costing</td>
<td>Accounting of all, even small changes in enterprise costs with localization of changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost killing</td>
<td>Separate accounting of costs for critical operations of the enterprise and costs for economic operations that were ignored in the reporting period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Components of the accounting policy at the enterprise required for the use of absorption costing, kaizen costing, and cost killing in operational enterprise costs management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Components of the accounting policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absorption costing</td>
<td>Cost drivers for each type of indirect (overhead) costs. The procedure of calculation of the value of unfinished production at the end of the period by full prime cost, considering the allocated overhead costs. The order of allocation of shared and mutual indirect (overhead) costs of the enterprise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaizen costing</td>
<td>Working plan of accounts with localization of each type of enterprise costs. Separate sub count in the working plan of accounting of costs at the enterprise within norms and beyond them (norms, if compared to the standard costing, are not constants, but are determined by the value of the indicators of the previous period).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost killing</td>
<td>Criteria for operations (and costs occurring within operations) for critical operations and operations that can be ignored. Separate transit accounts for cost accumulation that may be and may not be ignored according to specific criteria.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the components, given in Table 5, of accounting policy for specified methods of operational cost management, the authors provided specific changes in the organization of enterprise accounting that should be introduced in order to use methods of operational cost management (Table 6).

Table 6. Changes in the organization of enterprise accounting required for the use of absorption costing, kaizen costing, and cost killing in operational enterprise costs management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Changes in the organization of accounting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absorption costing</td>
<td>The traditional absorption costing procedure of allocation of the indirect (overhead) costs for accounts, associated with products, along with the traditional way of reflection of certain types of costs on the cost accounts by some objects of cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaizen costing</td>
<td>Implementation of sub count of each type of costs with sub-accounts in order to make multidimensional accounting to reflect incurred costs within norms and beyond them. For instance, implementation he transits accounts for reasonable and unproductive (according to the specific criteria) costs makes it possible to separately accumulate reasonable and unproductive costs (within analytical accounting), while providing the integrity of the structure of each account and following the procedure of cost apportionment. The total amount of costs on their accounts does not change, but the introduction of the offered transit accounts will make it possible to track excessive costs compared to the previous period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost killing</td>
<td>Introduction of transit accounts in order to accumulate costs data for a period of time that may be and not be ignored. Implementation of transit accounts 'critical operations costs' and 'non-critical operations costs' (according to the accounting policy criteria). The implementation of the correspondence of such transit accounts is similar to other cost accounts prior to the accumulation of cost apportionment information, will make it possible to keep the structure of costs on cost accounts by apportionment with the simultaneous collection of information on the need for such costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
information on the costs of the enterprise depending on the nature of each of these methods:

- some sub counts, while using kaizen costing, will contain data on the received results on the reduction of costs and improvement of the quality of operations at the enterprise;
- the turnover at some offered transit cost accounts for the cost killing will reflect the amount of costs to be reduced in the future and the amount of the enterprise’s minimum costs required for operation.

The methods of operational cost management will remain in theory, unless provided to the employees of the enterprises. So, in order to discover the awareness of economists-practitioners (on costs planning and accounting) of the enterprises, 28 enterprises were polled in Poltava, Poltava region, Kharkiv, Kharkiv region, Severodonetsk region, and Luhansk regions. The respondents were middle-management experts of financial and planning services of enterprises (managers of economic services, planning and financial departments, accounting department). The results of the polling are given in Table 7.

Thus, in practice, cost management tends to use the most common and traditional methods, such as direct costing, absorption costing, and standard costing. Some of the studied enterprises use several methods of cost management. Thus, out of 23 enterprises that use direct costing, 16 enterprises were additionally using a standard costing, and out of 5 enterprises that used absorption costing, 2 enterprises were additionally using a standard costing.

The breakeven point analysis is quite widely used if compared to other methods. Other analyzed methods of operational cost management at domestic enterprises are not being used. Except for the failure to use methods that have proved their effectiveness and performance in operational cost management, unawareness of domestic experts of such methods is yet another problem.

The results of polling of the experts of the enterprises being studied on the methods of operational cost management may be used for the formation of certain evaluative judgments on the quality of cost management at domestic enterprises.

### Table 7. Use of methods of operational cost management at the enterprises of Ukraine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of operative cost management</th>
<th>Enterprises that use a method</th>
<th>Enterprises that have experts for a specific method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>% of total number of enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct costing</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>82.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard costing</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption costing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVP analysis</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC method</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaizen costing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost killing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **DISCUSSION**

A compulsory condition for the effective use of cost management methods at the enterprise is the consistency of functional methods, and, first of all, the methods of cost planning and accounting. There is no such consistency yet: functional cost planning methods make it possible to determine their volume depending on different objects (types of product, functional subsystems, or business processes), and functional cost accounting methods make it possible to receive data only by types and objects of cost.

The consistency criterion of functional cost management methods is the identity of the structure of the data on the planning and actual costs of the enterprise making it possible to calculate the planning and actual cost indications for the chosen objects that can be compared and, according to the results of comparison, analyze the costs of the enterprise. In other words, methods of cost planning
and accounting are deemed consistent if their use is resulted in equal, in terms of amount and structure, planning and actual costs of the enterprise.

If the functional cost management methods are inconsistent, there occurs a managerial collision that complicates the analysis of the cost amount and structure and the decision – making on the setting of the product price: there are no relevant costs data in their records or their obtaining takes too much time causing irrelevance of these data. Enterprises refuse to introduce the accounting management to eliminate the specified managerial collision since it may require some organizational efforts and lead to management costs increase.

The consistency of functional cost management methods at the enterprise is ensured by the enterprise management costs reduction, making it possible to narrow the key idea of the method of cost management down to a number of actions, operations, and calculations being made within the cost planning and accounting or, in other words, to operationalize the concepts of the method.

The reduction is particularly topical for those methods of enterprise costs management, the use of which help predetermine the reduction of costs, thus improving price competitiveness of the enterprise (absorption costing, kaizen costing, and cost killing).

In order to ensure the consistency of functional cost management methods, the article has determined changes in cost accounting for the use of absorption costing, kaizen costing, and cost killing in operational enterprise cost management, ensuring the consistency of planning and actual data on the costs of the enterprise and their analysis.

The offered changes in cost accounting for the use of absorption costing in the operational enterprise costs management makes it possible to somehow ensure the consistency of functional management methods, but fail to resolve the issue of consistency in full. Today, the issue of determination of the costs for new, modern types of management activities, for instance, to ensure the economic security of the enterprise (for security-providing activities), its competitiveness, development, etc., is very topical for enterprise management. But the existing cost accounting methods restrict the ability to receive relevant data. They can only be received from primary accounting, which is time consuming.

The provisions above provide grounds for believing that the incomplete solution of the issue of ensuring the consistency of methods of cost planning and accounting at the enterprise lowers the cost management quality, since the possibilities for analysis of the behavior of costs, their structure, sources of origin, effectiveness and efficiency are limited, planning of costs for management objects and types of management activity lose its significance due to the absence of possibility to receive relevant data on cost accounting. Further solution of the issue of ensuring the consistency of methods of costs planning and accounting at the enterprise is seen in the strengthening of the focus of the enterprise accounting to satisfy the needs of internal users of the cost accounting information. And against this background it is pointless to refer only to the possibilities of management accounting, since the accounting forms and the accounting policies used at the enterprise require changes, which will make it possible to fix and record, in the accounting information mediums, the data necessary while using the most effective methods in enterprise costs management.
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